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Gentle brain exerciseFrom best-selling puzzle book author Charles Timmerman101 puzzles for hours of
entertainmentFrustration-free with the ideal degree of challengeLarge-print puzzles that are easy to
readGiant grids make it simple to enter lettersIncludes free of charge term search and sudoku puzzles it is
possible to downloadCrossword puzzles that are fun for everyone!
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Not too easy, not too difficult! And that's the complete purpose! While many of the answers were easy, they
supplied a start to those that required more thought. Challenging but Fun and Comforting. While crosswords
are not my favorite, I a lot more choose search and finds, I still experienced a great deal of fun and challenge
with this. helped me to believe and relieve stress at the same time. ? Great for memory! Not the NY Times
CWP but that is the beauty of this publication. Easy and entertaining. The numbering seemed different, like I
acquired to hunt for another location in the puzzle package, but several puzzles later on it made more
feeling. I enjoy carrying out these puzzles as a way to obtain rest throughout my hectic stress filled days.
Fun puzzles! Fun and great Launch to crosswords. Funster Crossword Puzzle Book for Adults: 101 Large-
Print Easy Puzzles I've only been able to do a few as work has kept us pretty busy lately. But I LOVE the
big print. I simply hate that my eyes cannot concentrate on smaller print anymore. Fun puzzles Large type is
easy to read. Bih It progresses in difficulty as you feel the book. I found these puzzles had the ideal degree
of challenge. To keep carefully the BRAIN exercised so it stays healthy. An apple a day keeps the Dr away;
so a puzzle a day keeps the Alzheimer's away! fast shipper Very pleased! Timmerman makes his puzzling
books, I'm going to be buying them or attempting to win them! They're wonderfully FUN. But it is so great
to possess crossword puzzle book creators that understand that and make books for us! A few of the clues
seem obtuse but overall the difficulty is simple.The questions protected in the puzzles add a wide variety.
Precisely what I wanted Perfect choice for me personally, large print, easy to moderate difficulty. Really
fun. Overall a welcomed member to my Funster collection of puzzle books. The huge print was very useful
in avoiding eyestrain. Each puzzle can be displayed over two hand and hand pages, grids are huge enough to
be filled out easily. Large Printing is great and there is absolutely no strain on your own eyes. This
crossword puzzle book was just right for me. It had been fun and challenging; Ideal for residing in bed with
a couple of kittens on s Sunday morning! Love it, having lots of fun with it. Format is just a little weird with
some clues spanning to below the puzzle container but that's ok because the text is easy to learn..Praise God
because of this great puzzle book. Provided that Mr. Great binding These are just right. Easy to read
crossword puzzle book This collection of 101 easy to read crossword puzzles is merely difficult enough to
be challenging and easy enough in order to avoid frustration. I proved helpful the first ten puzzles in the
reserve and thoroughly enjoyed completing all of them.. I recommend this puzzle reserve to crossword
puzzle enthusiasts of all ages including seniors. Gift for Grandpa My grandpa will love this The authors
books are for basically all ages and lots of fun I like the large print and the simple figuring out the words. I
am not used to crossword puzzles so I worked each one just like the writer recommended, I sid the ones I
knew in one direction and the others seemed to belong to place in the various other path. I’ve spent many
fun hours functioning this reserve and recommend it to anyone who struggles locating the words for every
space. I must say i am enjoying this book Love that numbers, words and boxes are BIG. Can easily see!! I
haven't done crosswords in some time so could be me! Waiting around impatiently for 2nd reserve.
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